


Introduction
A Fiddler on the Roof? Sounds crazy no? 

 

Back in 2016, an enthusiastic committee together with a
wonderful group of people performed Jesus Christ Superstar -

The Raw Edition. Following this great success, a group of
people from the cast and orchestra decided together that it
would be a shame not to continue this amazing experience. 

And so Stichting InSPE, International Student Productions
Enschede, was founded. The goal of the foundation was to

combine different artistic movements and to further connect
the cultural associations in and around Enschede. Its first
production was the performance of the Broadway musical

West Side Story in 2019. 
 

And now, in 2021, we are proud to present the next musical in
the InSPE legacy: the 1964 Broadway musical Fiddler on the

Roof. After all, three times makes a tradition!
The circumstances of the past year called for creative

solutions, both online and offline. But we managed to push
through and stay motivated. Together with three passionate

creatives, a group of enthusiastic people and the many
volunteers, we have worked hard to rehearse and work on the
new performance. You will be able to witness the result of this

in a few moments! We hope that you will enjoy our
performance of Fiddler on the Roof, exactly 57 years after the

first performance of the original production!
 

Ilse Westra
Chairman of InSPE
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Ilse Westra            
Marit Bot               
Aron Boerkamp    

Chairman & commissioner of concept
Secretary & commissioner of cast
Treasurer & chief of orchestra

Board of InSPE
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Choreographer
Melanie van Engen

Melanie has been a dance teacher since 2002 and 
choreographer for different age groups and levels. From her

early age she was already on the stage, in dance shows and in
musical productions a lot. The theater is like her home. In her
own dance school she teaches toddlers to set their first steps
on the dance floor and helps them to push to their limits. She
does the teaching not only for the little ones but also for adult

dancers who she supports with a lot of 
passion and personal involvement. Her strength is that she 
can make a group of different individuals feel like a home for

everyone. 
 

Melanie: “For me, dancing is an outlet and I can be completely 
free. It is nice when my students experience the same. 

Whether it is with a simple routine or a spicy choreography, 
the feeling of pride and respect remains the same.” 
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                                               Robert is an actor/director who 
                                                has directed many theatre pieces 
                                                over the years in Enschede. He has 
                                                directed, among others, Theatre 
                                                Association NEST, Stichting In Spe 
                                                and Enschedees Vrije Toneel. Next              
                                                summer, he will be part of the cast 
                                                of the musical ‘De Freule’ in 
                                                Winterswijk, starring Renée van 
                                                Wegberg and Martin van der
Starre. 
                                                In his daily life, Robert also works at 
                                                the University of Twente in 
                                                educational development.
Love over tradition
“For me, that’s what this show is all about. We had to overcome a 
lot of difficulties that threatened the continuation of the play. 
Traditionally, we would have had no chance of performing the 
show. Traditionally, actors go offstage behind the curtains. 
Traditionally, the orchestra would be in a pit under the stage.

 Making the choices of love over tradition are choices that are not 
only considered by the characters in our story, but in our creative 
process and lives as well. I am very proud of the hard work, 
creativity and adaptability of everyone involved. As a director, 
I can only hope that the audience members, at some point in their 
lives, will consider or make a choice based on our theme: ‘Love
over Tradition’.”

Director
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Robert Middelburg



Conductor
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Peter Bogaert
Peter Bogaert, originally from 
Antwerp – Belgium, spent his 
formative years in Amsterdam, 
Basel and Berlin and has built up 
an impressive array of activities as 
a violinist, composer and conductor.

 Equally at home in early music 
repertoire, the classical-romantic 
canon and new music, he divides 
his time as guest concertmaster 
with various orchestras in The Netherlands, Belgium, France
and Switzerland, and as a soloist in baroque and
contemporary music.

 The last few years he is more and more venturing 
into conducting, for which he receives decisive coaching 
by Jac van Steen, Antony Hermus and Nicolás Pasquet. 
He has conducted projects for Dutch Touring Opera, Opera 
op het Hogeland a.o. Since 2015 he is the conductor of 
the Twente University Orchestra. In 2017 he conducted 
the University of Twente production of Jesus Christ Superstar 
and in 2019 West Side Story to great acclaim.



Storyline
Fiddler on the roof: a Broadway musical that opened in 1964. 

The story opens with Tevye, a poor Jewish milkman in 1905
Russia. He proudly tells the audience about all the traditions
the people in the small town of Anatevka have in their daily

lives. For example, they always keep their heads covered, wear
prayer shawls and all their marriages are arranged by the local

matchmaker.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Well.. all the marriages? Tevye’s faith in traditions is tested
when his eldest daughter Tzeitel refuses her match and instead

wants to marry her childhood friend Motel. His second
daughter, Hodel, falls in love with rebel Perchik and his third
daughter Chava even chooses to be with Fyedka, a christian
soldier. Where does he draw the line? Where does it stop? In

the end, what’s more important, love or tradition?
 

Tevye’s family struggles are not the only threat to the peace in
Anatevka. Where the Jewish community once lived quietly

alongside the other townsfolk, the Russian soldiers now start to
act more aggressively towards the Jewish community. Tevye

shares his thoughts with the fiddler, the fiddler on the roof, a
mysterious figure only he can see.
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Eviction notice
יוויקשַאן בַאמערקן

 



Cast
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The Family

Bielke - Amy de Lange
"I'm the youngest so that means I have to
do the least amount of chores, right?"

Tevye - Brad Hillasדי משּפחה
"As the good book says: traditions are what
keeps a community together!"

Golde - Pascalle Verlaan
"The man may be the head of the

household. But the woman is the neck, and
she can turn the head whichever way she

pleases."
 Tzeitel - Leanne van der Meer

"As the eldest sister, it's my job to teach 
my siblings how to behave."

Hodel - Romy Asmus
"I like getting into lengthy and passionate

discussions! I mean, as long as I win of course.

Chava - Marit Bot
"Reading gives us someplace to go when we
have to stay where we are."

 
Shprintze - Silke Leusink

"Sure, I can carry your stuff! Oh, it's
valuable and breaks easily? 

Never mind then.



The Dream
דער חלום

Grandma Tzeitel 
Frumah Sarah  

 

Debbie Waninge
Maike de Jongh

 

-  
-  

 

Cast
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Fiddler   -  Maike de Jongh

 



Motel, the tailor 
Lazar Wolf, the butcher 
Mordcha, the innkeeper 
Avram, the bookseller 
Mendel, the rabbi’s son 
Rabbi 
Nachum, the beggar 
Perchik, the student 
Iosif, the bagelguy 
Yakov 
Uri 
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Cast Men of Anatevka

Jan Boerman
Victor Reijnders
Henk Meijer
Kasper de Kruiff
Ander Vallinas
 Joost Kroes
Rik Wolterink
Ryan Wakamiya
Tim Shaffrey
Stephen Nalli
Ivo Enrique da Silva

- 
-  
-
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
  

 

מענטשן פון ַאנַאטעווקַא



Cast

Yente, the matchmaker 
Shaindel, Motels mother 
Ruth, the gossip girl 
Rivka
Hannah 
Noa
Leah 

Constable 
Fyedka 
Sasha
Yuri 
Dimitri 
Boris 
Nikolai 
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 Women of Anatevka

Femke Wonink
Ilse Westra
Debbie Waninge
Eveline de Kruiff
Michelle Peters
Sophie Leusink
Kimberly Brock

Wesley Joosten
Ivo Enrique da Silva
Sophie Leusink
Tim Shaffrey
Stephen Nalli
Rik Wolterink
Ryan Wakamiya

 
 

- 
-  
-
- 
- 
- 
- 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
  

 

 Russians

פרויען פון ַאנַאטעווקַא

רוסישע



Orchestra
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Violin

Viola

Cello

Lotte Weedage
Renate Veldman
Manon Weedage
Ray Wegewijs
Rosalie de Zeeuw
Tanja Poslawsky
Jon Riekert
Daniel Nijhof
Thomas Slingerland

Horn
Trumpet

Trombone
Tuba

Bart Sprenkels
Aron Boerkamp
Ricardo Pierens
Rieks Kaiser
Jasper Brilman
Peter van der Wal

ָארקעסטער



Orchestra
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Willem van Vliet
Rien Kikkert
Bas van der Veen

Percussion
Accordion
Guitar

Flute
Clarinet

Bassoon
Oboe

Carlijn Braem
Reinier de Zeeuw
Patricia Swart
Nadia Lodewijk
Nicolien Boekhoudt

ָארקעסטער



Songlist

Orchestra
Perchik & Hodel

Tevye
Tevye & Golde

Ensemble
Hodel
 Tevye

Ensemble
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Prologue: Tradition
Matchmaker
If I Were a Rich Man
Sabbath Prayer
To Life

Tevye's Monologue
Miracle of Miracles
Tevye's Dream

Sunrise, Sunset
Wedding Dance

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-

Act I
Tevye & ensemble

Tzeitel, Hodel & Chava
Tevye

Tevye, Golde & ensemble
Tevye, Lazar Wolf, Fyedka & 

ensemble
Tevye
Motel

Tevye, Golde, Grandma 
Tzeitel & Frumah Sarah

Tevye, Golde & ensemble
Ensemble 

Act II
Entr'acte
Now I Have Everything
Tevye's Rebuttal
Do You Love Me?
The Rumor
Far From The Home I Love
Chavaleh
Anatevka

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-



Anatevka Gossip Corner
Daily gossip from 

our own  gossip girl 
Ruth and our 

matchmaker Yente!
 
 
 
 
 
 

"Psst, did you know? Two of our castmembers are actual sisters!
Can you find out who?"

 
"One of our castmembers is a professionally trained opera

singer. Listen closely and you might find out who it is!"
 

"I heard that every single orchestra member owns a pair of black
pantalons and shoes in case of emergency concerts."

 
"You did? Well, let me tell you something I found out the

other day. We do not only have Dutch participants but also
people from Australia, Ireland, America, Curaçao, Belgium

and Spain!"
 

"Are you serious? Listen to this: one of our amazing boardmembers
doesn't like chocolate. Shocking, right? Of course, right!"



Crew
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Decor committee

Costume committee

Acquisition committee

Kasper de Kruiff
Ivo Enrique da Silva
Peter van der Wal
Ilse Westra
Marit Bot
Anne Pasman
Wesley Joosten
Inge Bontekoe

Eveline de Kruiff
Amy de Lange
Marit Bot
Sophie Leusink
Romy Asmus

Debbie Waninge
Pascalle Verlaan
Ilse Westra
Chaeyoung Kim
Victor Reijnders
Marit Bot



Crew
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Promotion committee

Lights & theatre tech

Photos

Programme booklet

And also thank you to all the people who helped us and 
we couldn't thank here. You made this show possible!

Brad Hillas
Henk Meijer
Ivo Enrique da Silva
Kimberly Brock
Lisa Scholten
Tici Wagner
Lilian Sung

Anouck Wisselink
Tom Jochems

Pascalle Verlaan
Ray Wegewijs

Sophie Leusink
Romy Asmus
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Sponsors

Roelvink
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Sponsors



Reb Morcha's Secret Recipe

Every once in a while even the hardworking villagers of Anatevka sit
down to have a drink. Their favourite place is Reb Morcha's inn and
he is willing to share one of his famous recipes with you! Word is on

the street that Reb Mordcha did not create this recipe himself...
But, the drink has been thoroughly tested by several members of cast

and orchestra, so you know it's good!

1 shot of vodka
1 can of gingerbeer
Lime juice
Crushed ice
Mint
A slice of lime

Ingredients:

Instructions:
Pour the vodka and lime juice in a cup. Add ice cubes and ginger
beer. Stir to combine. Garnish with mint and a slice of lime.



Crowdfunding
To put on a fantastic production such as Fiddler on the

Roof we need a lot of very dedicated and talented
people. But there is also a price tag on organizing an
event such as this. To create the right atmosphere on

stage, we need a decor, costumes and a lot more. 
 

Please help us by donating using the QR-code below!



Stichting InSPE
www.stichtinginspe.nl
info@stichtinginspe.nl And share your 

experience
under the hashtag 

#FOTRinSPE

Follow us on

Thank you!


